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MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

While two lineages of retrotransposons were more abundant in larger Passiflora genomes, 

the satellitome was more diverse and abundant in the smallest genome. 

ABSTRACT 

Repetitive sequences are ubiquitous and fast-evolving elements responsible for size variation 

and large-scale organization of plant genomes. Within Passiflora genus, a ten-fold variation 

in genome size, not attributed to polyploidy, is known. Here, we applied a combined in silico 

and cytological approach to study the organization and diversification of repetitive elements 

in three species of these genera representing its known range in genome size variation. 

Sequences were classified in terms of type and repetitiveness and the most abundant were 

mapped to chromosomes. We identified Long Terminal Repeat (LTR) retrotransposons as the 

most abundant elements in the three genomes, showing a considerable variation among 

species. Satellite DNAs (satDNAs) were less representative, but highly diverse between 

subgenera. Our results clearly confirm that the largest genome species (Passiflora 

quadrangularis) presents a higher accumulation of repetitive DNA sequences, specially 

Angela and Tekay elements, making up most of its genome. Passiflora cincinnata, with 

intermediate genome and from the same subgenus, showed similarity with P. quadrangularis 

regarding the families of repetitive DNA sequences, but in different proportions. On the other 

hand, Passiflora organensis, the smallest genome, from a different subgenus, presented 

greater diversity and the highest proportion of satDNA. Altogether, our data indicate that 

while large genome evolve by an accumulation of retrotransponsons, small genomes most 

evolved by diversification of different repeat types, particularly satDNAs.  

Keywords: chromosome evolution, genome skimming, NGS, passion-fruit, retrotransposons, 

satDNA. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Cy3-dUTP: 5-amino-propargyl-2′-deoxyuridine 5′- triphosphate coupled to red cyanine 
fluorescent dye 

DAPI: 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

FISH: Fluorescent in situ hybridization 

LTR: Long terminal repeat 

NGS: Next-generation sequencing 

rDNA: Ribossomal DNA 

RT: Retrotransposons 

satDNA: Satellite DNA 

TAREAN: TAndem REpeat ANalyser 

TEs: Transposable elements 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Eukaryotic genomes are composed of a large amount of different classes of repetitive 

DNA sequences, either dispersed (mainly transposons and retrotransposons, as well as some 

protein-coding gene families) or arranged in tandem (ribosomal RNA, protein-coding gene 

families, and mostly satDNAs) (López-Flores & Garrido-Ramos, 2012; Biscotti et al. 2015). 

Transposable elements (TEs) represent up to 90% of the genome size, for example, 45% of 

the human genome (Lander et al. 2001), 52% of the opossum genome (Mikkelsen et al. 2007), 

or 85% of the maize genome (Schnable et al. 2009). Repetitive DNA sequences has been 

referred to as the repeatome (Goubert et al. 2015; Jouffroy et al. 2016; Pita et al. 2017; 

Hannan 2018). Repeat motifs can vary extensively in sequence and abundance (De Koning et 

al. 2011; Biscotti et al. 2015; Maumus & Quesneville 2016). Thus, transposable elements 

(retroelements and DNA transposons) and tandem repeats (satDNA and rDNA) have been 

postulated to have multiple roles in the genome, including genome stability, recombination, 

chromatin modulation and modification of gene expression (Biscotti et al. 2015). Apart from 
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polyploidy, genome size variation in plants has been a consequence of increases and 

decreases in the number of these two types of sequences and may reflect different 

evolutionary strategies in speciation (Albach & Greilhuber 2004). 

TEs are repeated DNA sequences, with the ability to move within genomes. Two 

classes of TEs are distinguished: Class I elements, or retrotransposons, use reverse 

transcriptase to copy an RNA intermediate into the host DNA. They are divided into Long 

Terminal Repeat (LTR) and non-LTR elements. Class II elements, or DNA transposons, use 

the genome DNA of the element itself as the template for transposition, either by a “cut and 

paste” mechanism, involving the excision and reinsertion of the DNA sequence of the 

element, or by using a rolling circle process or a virus-like process (Levin and Moran, 2011; 

Pritham, 2009). These two classes are subdivided into super-families and families based on 

their transposition mechanism, sequence similarities, structural features and phylogenetic 

relationships (Wicker et al. 2007; Neumann et al. 2019). The set of transposable elements in a 

genome is known as mobilome (Siefert 2009).  

Satellite DNAs (satDNA) have been the most unknown part of genomes. Initially also 

considered as junk DNA, there is currently an increasing appreciation of its functional 

significance (Kidwell 2002; Garrido-Ramos 2017). SatDNA families accumulate mostly in 

the heterochromatin at different parts of the eukaryotic chromosomes, mainly in 

pericentromeric and subtelomeric regions, also spanning the functional centromere (Garrido-

Ramos 2015). Their rapid evolution and constant homogenization (“concerted evolution”) 

(Hemleben et al. 2007) give rise to sequences that are genus-, species- or chromosome-

specific (Rayburn and Gill 1986; Metzlaf et al. 1986; King 1995). This process generates 

divergence between species or reproductive groups (López-Flores and Garrido-Ramos 2012). 

The whole collection of satDNAs in a genome is also known as satellitome (Ruiz-Ruano et 

al. 2016).  
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The study of repetitive DNA and its impact in genome size evolution has significantly 

progressed since the introduction of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies 

(Margulies et al. 2005) associated with new and improved bioinformatic analyses. For 

example, the clustering procedure of genome sequence reads based on similarity has been 

improved by employing graph-based methods (Novák et al. 2010). This approach has been 

efficient in the identification and characterization of repeat elements in several organisms 

(Aversano et al. 2015; Derks et al. 2015; Wolf et al. 2015, Ribeiro et al 2019, Van Lume et al 

2019, Gaiero et al 2019; McCann et al 2020).  

The genus Passiflora L. belongs to the family Passifloraceae Juss. ex Kunth, which is 

a member of the Malpighiales order (Judd et al. 2015). Passiflora is a large and 

morphologically variable genus and it includes 575 species distributed in the tropical and 

subtropical regions of America, Africa and Asia (Ulmer and MacDougal, 2004). The species 

of Passiflora show a substantial variation in chromosome size and number, with different 

basic chromosome numbers (x = 6, 9, and 12) for different subgenera or clades (Melo and 

Guerra 2003; Hansen et al. 2006; Sader et al. 2019a). Variation in genome sizes also has been 

reported for the genus (Yotoko et al. 2011). Considering all data available for genome size of 

62 species, comprising around 10% of the genus, the difference between the largest and 

smallest genomes is currently as high as 10 times [0.212 pg in P. organensis Gardner, 

(Decaloba subgenus); and 2.68 pg in P. quadrangularis L., (Passiflora subgenus)] (Yotoko et 

al. 2011; Souza et al. 2004). A recent diversification in the subgenus Passiflora (Miocene) 

was associated to chromosome number change from n = 6 to n = 9 and an increase in genome 

size. Polyploidy was restricted to few lineages and was not associated with species 

diversification or genome size variation. Thus, dysploidy together with genome size increase 

could have acted as the main drivers in the evolution of Passiflora (Sader et al. 2019a). 
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Two recent works describe the repetitive fraction of the genome of the “yellow passion-fruit”, 

P. edulis Sims. (Costa et al. 2019; Pamponét et al. 2019). A total of 250 different TE 

sequences were identified (96% Class I, and 4% Class II), corresponding to ~19% of the P. 

edulis draft genome, assembled de novo from Illumina NGS reads (Araya et al. 2017). TEs 

were found preferentially in intergenic spaces (70.4%), but also overlapping with genes 

(30.6%). As in most plant species, the highest proportion of the genome is represented by 

LTR retrotransposons totalling 53% of the genome (Pamponét et al. 2019). Ribosomal DNA 

(5S and 35S) accounted for 1% of the genome, and the lowest proportion was also observed 

for satDNAs, reaching less than 0.1% (Costa et al. 2019). A phylogenetic inference of the 

reverse transcriptase domain of the LTR-retrotransposons and insertion time analysis showed 

that the majority (95.9%) of the LTR-retrotransposons were recently inserted into the P. 

edulis genome (< 2.0 Mya). With the exception of the Athila lineage, all LTR-

retrotransposons were transcriptionally active. In addition, some lineages appeared to be 

conserved in wild Passifora species (Costa et al. 2019). In the light of this information, the 

aim of this work was to understand the cause of the large variation of genome size in the 

genus Passiflora. For this, three species were chosen, the smallest genome species, the largest 

genome species and a medium-sized genome. Their genomes were sequenced with low 

coverage and reads were clustered by sequence similarities to recognize and characterize the 

most abundant sequences at chromosomal level. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Plant material 

The materials used in this work included P. organensis Gardner (2n = 2x = 12), P. 

cincinnata Maxwell (2n = 2x = 18) (access CPI54) and P. quadrangularis L. (2n = 2x = 18) 

plants (access QPE68) from “Banco Ativo de Germoplasma, Embrapa Semiárido”. Although 

P. organensis is considered synonymous of P. porophylla Vell. (The Plant List, 
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http://www.theplantlist.org/), the individuals from Paranapiacaba (São Paulo, Brazil) 

correspond to P. organensis sensu stricto (Cauz-Santos, sinbiota 22603). The plants used for 

sequencing and cytogenetics were maintained in the Experimental Garden of the Federal 

University of Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil.  

Next generation sequencing, processing data, and clustering analysis 

DNA isolation from leaves of P. cincinnata and P. quadrangularis plants was carried 

out according to Weising (2005). Sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq using 

250bp paired-end reads in BGI Group (Hong Kong, China). Sequencing of P. organensis was 

performed on an Illumina HiSeq (250bp) in the Earlham Institute (Norwich, UK). All 

sequences were filtered using a cut-of value of 20 and a 90% of bases equal or above this 

value.  

The similarity-based clustering analysis was performed using the RepeatExplorer 

pipeline at the Elixir-Cerit server (https://repeatexplorer-elixir.cerit-sc.cz) (Novák et al. 2010, 

2013). We performed two different analyses: 1) an individual analysis for each species, with a 

larger coverage (Table 1) to better characterize all TE families using automatic option 

sampling in RepeatExplorer; 2) a comparative analysis, using reads from the libraries of the 

three species. For the latter, interlaced reads for each species were identified with a prefix and 

then concatenated. We used 561,853 total reads. Combined, the repeats identified for each 

species represented 41,542 reads for P. organensis (0.05×), 235,288 reads for P. cincinnata 

(0.04×), and 285,022 for P. quadrangularis (0.03×) of the total genome for each species 

(Table 1). Coverage was calculated as follow: coverage = (r × l)/g, whereas r corresponds to 

number of reads used in our analysis, l to read length and g to haploid genome size in bp. The 

concatenated dataset was run in the same pipeline but using the comparative analysis option. 
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Resulted clusters with genomic percentage above 0.01% were further manually 

examined to characterize the most abundant repetitive families. Unclassified clusters were 

analysed by similarity searches using BLASTN and BLASTX against non-redundant protein 

sequences public databases (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). The TAREAN tool from 

Repeat Explorer was applied for satellite DNA repeat identification (Novák et al.2017). 

Further examination was performed for each cluster based on graph layout, those with a ring-

like shape were selected and analysed as potential satDNA. Repeat composition was 

calculated excluding clusters of organelle DNA probably representing extranuclear DNA 

from chloroplast and mitochondria. 

Satellite DNA characterization 

In order to perform a high-throughput analysis of satellite DNA and detect as many 

families as possible in the genome, we used the satMiner pipeline, a toolkit for mining and 

analysing satDNA families (https://github.com/fjruizruano/satminer). For this we followed 

the protocol suggested by Ruiz-Ruano et al. (2016). Briefly, the protocol consists of reads 

quality trimming with Trimmomatic and then clustering a selection of 2�×�200,000 reads 

with RepeatExplorer. We identified the satellite repeats based on the typical tandem repeat 

graph-layout (i.e., spherical or ring-shaped), and confirmed their repetitive structures and 

monomer length with the dotplot tool in Geneious R8.1 software (Kearse et al. 2012). 

Subsequently, we used DeconSeq software to filter out reads showing homology with all 

previously identified clusters. Then, using a sample of the remaining reads, we started an 

additional round performing a new RepeatExplorer clustering duplicating the number of 

reads for each new run. The protocol was repeated for several runs until no new satellite 

repeats were identified or no more reads were available. 
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For final characterization and annotation, we looked for homology among found 

satDNAs. We performed two different analyses: 1) we used RepeatMasker v4.05 to aligned 

each satellite sequence to the rest. 2) To know if all satDNA found in P. organensis were 

present in the other two species, we used ‘map to reference’ tool in Geneious Prime 

2019.0.4 to search for these sequences against all reads (12,222,646 reads in P. 

quadrangularis; 6,758,428 reads in P. cincinnata and, 112,367,646 reads in P. 

organensis).To investigate the degree of homology among each of the characterized 

satDNAs, we considered that monomeric sequences with 50 - 80% similarity belonged to 

different families of the same superfamily of satDNAs. Also, sequences with 80 - 95% 

similarity were variants of the same family (ie. subfamily), and those showing > 95% 

similarity were considered to be variants of the same monomer, as proposed by Ruiz-Ruano et 

al. (2016). We also employed their nomenclature rules for satDNA: the name begin with 

species abbreviation (three letters) followed by the term “Sat”, then a catalog number in order 

of decreasing abundance and finally the consensus monomer length.  

We determined the abundance for each variant by using the ‘map to reference’ tool 

in Geneious Prime 2019.0.4 and we calculated the relative abundance by dividing the 

number of mapped reads by the total number of reads. In order to amplify the annotated 

satDNAs by PCR, we aligned satDNA monomers to get a consensus sequence and selected 

the most conserved region to design primers with Primer3 tool (Untergasser 2012) in 

Geneious R8.1 software (Kearse et al. 2012). Primers were designed facing towards 

ensuring to minimize the distance between them or even overlapping them up to three�bp 

at the 5′ end, when necessary. 

In addition, to check if one satDNA originated from the IGS region of the rDNA, 

we assembled the complete 35S rDNA sequence of the three species with NOVOPlasty 

(Dierckxsens et al. 2016) using a random selection of 10 million read pairs. As a seed 
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reference, we used the 5.8S rDNA sequence from Passiflora edulis species obtained from 

GenBank (accession number MF327245). 

Phylogeny of Gypsy-Tekay 

With the purpose of better understand the dynamics of Ty3/gypsy-Tekay 

retrotransposons in the three species, we analysed these elements in more detail using 

similarity searches against all Gypsy elements identified in the retrotransposon protein 

domain database – ReXdb (Neumann et al. 2019). The Gypsy-Tekay Integrase protein 

domains were extracted from full-length REs using the RepeatExplorer platform (Novak et al. 

2010). Further, nucleotide sequences were translated in all possible reading frames and the 

resulting peptides were aligned together with a specific set of integrases from Ty3/gypsy 

elements using MAFFT (Katoh & Standley, 2013) with “Auto” option. The alignment was 

used to construct phylogenetic trees using Neighbor Joining Tree Protein using Geneious 

Prime 2019.0.4 (http://www.geneious.com, Kearse et al. 2012). 

Molecular cytogenetic techniques 

Root tips obtained from plants growing in pots were pretreated with 2 mM 8-

hydroxyquinoline for 4,5 h at 10°C, fixed in ethanol–acetic acid (3:1 v/v), and stored in 

fixative at −20°C. Root tips were digested using a solution containing 2% cellulase and 20% 

pectinase (w/v) for 90 min at 37 ºC and chromosome preparations were performed according 

to Carvalho and Saraiva (1993). For each species, the repetitive DNA for the probes were 

isolated by PCR. The PCR mix contained template DNA (25 ng), 1× PCR buffer (20 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 8.4, 50 mM KCl), 0.25 mM of each dNTP, 0.5 µM of each primer and 

homemade Taq DNA polymerase in a total volume of 50 µl. The PCR program consisted of 

35 cycles, each with 1 min denaturation at 94ºC, 1 min annealing 55–57ºC (depending on the 

primer pair used), 1 min extension at 72ºC. PCR products were purified by precipitation and 
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one microgram each was labeled by nick translation (Invitrogen or Roche Diagnostics) with 

Cy3-dUTP (GE) or Alexa 448-5-dUTP (Life Technologies). The 25-28S, 5.8S, and 18S 

rDNA clone (pTa71) from Triticum aestivum (Gerlach and Bedbrook 1979), labeled with 

digoxigenin-11-dUTP (Roche) was used to localize 35S rDNA sites. 

The fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) procedure applied to mitotic 

chromosomes was essentially the same as previously described (Fonsêca et al. 2010). 

Hybridization mix consisted of 50% (v/v) formamide, 10% (w/v) dextran sulfate, 2× SSC, and 

2–5 ng/µl probe. The slides were denatured for 5 min at 75°C and hybridized for 24 h at 

37°C. The final stringency was 76%. Images were captured in an epifluorescence Leica 

DMLB microscope using the Leica QFISH software and Leica DMLB microscope using 

Leica Las-AF software. For final processing, images were artificially coloured using the 

Adobe Photoshop software version 10.0 and uniformly adjusted for brightness and contrast 

only. 

RESULTS 

Genomic Composition 

The repeat fraction of each individual genome was characterized using around 0.1× 

coverage for P. cincinnata and P. quadrangularis and 0.72× for the small P. organensis 

genome (Tables 1 and 2; Fig1.). 

P. organensis: The 299 clusters that corresponded to at least 0.01% of the genome (from 84 

up to 11,269 reads) contained 722,865 reads corresponding to 28.38% of the genome. The 

superfamily Ty3/gypsy from the LTR retrotransposonswas the most abundant, dominated by 

Tekay lineage (17.37%) and Galadriel (0.75), against 2.70% of Ty1/copia, mainly Bianca. 

Satellite DNA corresponded to 1.50% of the genome. One cluster corresponded to 5S rDNA 

(0.02%) and three clusters to 35S rDNA (1.9%) (Table 2). 
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P. cincinnata: All 252 clusters (from 49 up to 10,774 reads) contained 455,846 reads 

corresponding to 60.49% of the genome. The Ty1/copia superfamily was the most abundant, 

corresponded to 35.69%, (mainly Angela lineage), followed by Ty3/gypsy retrotransposons 

(18.45%, from which 9.54% of Chromovirus Tekay, while 8.48% Gypsy/non-Chromovirus 

Athila). LINEs, 35S rDNA and 5S rDNA represent 0.04%, 0.72% and 0.025% of the genome 

respectively, while satDNAs were not identified among the 252 most abundant clusters (Table 

2). 

P. quadrangularis: All 161 clusters (from 106 up to 34,517 reads) contained 994,022 reads 

corresponding to 73.42% of the genome. Ty3/gypsy was the most abundant superfamily, 

corresponding to 41.54%, with Tekay (35.71%) and Athila (5.51%) as the main lineages. 

Ty1/copia elements represented 25.44%, with Angela (24%), Ale (0.92%), Tork (0.30%), 

SIRE (0.21%) and Bianca (0.01%) contributing unevenly. LINEs represented 2.38%, while 

the 35S rDNA corresponded to 0.74% of the genome (Table 2).  

Comparative analyses of DNA repetitive sequences 

Comparative repetitive DNA analysis resulted in 267 clusters. The most abundant and 

shared element among the three species was Ty3/gypsy-Tekay. Although this element is 

present in the three species, most of the clusters are shared by species of the Passiflora 

subgenus only. There are also species-specific clusters, such as cluster 26, present in P. 

quadrangularis and cluster 29, which is the only one found in P. organensis (Fig. 2). 

Ty1/copia-Angela was very abundant in species of the Passiflora subgenus (P. cincinnata and 

P. quadrangularis) but absent in P. organensis. Finally, Ty1/copia-SIRE clusters were also 

shared by both species of the subgenus Passiflora, although in greater abundance in P. 

cincinnata (Fig. 2). 

Phylogeny of Ty3/gypsy-Tekay 
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Because the Ty3/gypsy-Tekay lineage was shared and abundant in the three sampled 

species, it was further analysed using similarity searches against the Gypsy elements from the 

retrotransposon protein domain database – ReXdb (Neumann et al. 2019) to better understand 

its divergence. Most of the Tekay elements recovered were incomplete or truncated. The 

phylogenetic reconstruction of the integrase domain of full-length Tekay elements revealed 

that similar elements are shared among species (Fig. 3). The first and second clades were 

shared by the three species. The third clade is shared by the Passiflora subgenera species (P. 

cincinnata and P. quadrangularis) and the fourth lineage has grouped only P. organensis 

elements. 

Satellitome in Passiflora 

Because no satDNA was identified among the most abundant repeats in the Passiflora 

subgenus species, we used the toolkit satMiner to find repeats that were in lower abundance in 

the genome of both Passiflora subgenus species but also in P. organensis. We performed nine 

iterations in P. organensis and only two in P. cincinnata and P. quadrangularis because no 

reads remained after these runs for both species. In total, we found 46 different satDNA 

families: 38 (16 in the first two runs) for P. organensis, 6 for P. quadrangularis (with only 1 

in the second run), and 2 for P. cincinnata (none in the second run). Repeat unit lengths range 

between 52 and 3,998 bp (Table 3). The A+T content of the consensus satDNA sequences 

varied between 38.2% and 76.2% among families, with 60.9% median value, indicating a 

slight bias towards A+T rich satDNA.  

For final characterization, we looked for homology among all satDNAs, using 

RepeatMasker to align each satellite sequence to the rest. Sequence comparison between 

repeat units of the 46 satDNAs monomers detected homology between PorSat01-161 and 

PorSat13-162 (84%) and PorSat08-167 (56.3%), representing different families. PciSat01-145 
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and PquSat02-145 shared 89.3% of sequences homology, and can be considered subfamilies 

of the same family. These five satDNA showed 54.5% of homology and were grouped into 

superfamily 1 (PassSF01) (Online Resource 1; Table 3). In the second approach, we search if 

all satDNA found in P. organensis were present in the other two species. This analysis 

showed that almost all P. organensis satellites are exclusive, except PorSat20-3100 that was 

also found in P. cincinnata (0.0000001%) and P. quadrangularis (0.000001%), while 

PorSat37-970 was presented in P. quadrangularis (0.04%), but not detected in P. cincinnata 

genome. 

Chromosomal Localization of most abundant repeats in Passiflora 

Aiming to determine the chromosomal location of the most abundant TE families, 

Ty1/copia-Angela and Ty3/gypsy-Tekay, we prepared probes containing the integrase domain 

from P. quadrangularis for FISH. We analyze Ty3/gypsy-Tekay on large genomes only. 

Angela and Tekay elements, abundant in the subgenus Passiflora, were dispersed in P. 

quadrangularis and P. cincinnata chromosomes, with a brighter signal at proximal regions in 

some chromosomes (Fig. 4).  

The most abundant satDNA families localized to the chromosomes of the three 

species. We used satellites recovered by TAREAN and in the first rounds of satMiner (R0 and 

R1) as probe. The DNAsat family PquSat02-145 (PassSF01) hybridized predominantly in 

subterminal sites, but also dispersedly, in most chromosomes of P. quadrangularis and P. 

cincinnata (Figs 5a and c). Satellite PquSat01-100 showed six terminal signals, as well as 

dispersed signals in chromosomes of P. quadrangularis (Fig. 5b), and four terminal signals in 

P. cincinnata (Fig. 5d), although no satDNA with homology to PquSat01-100 was identified 

in P. cincinnata. The strong signals co-localized with the 35S rDNA sites (Fig. 5d). The other 
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satDNAs from P. quadrangularis and P. cincinnata (PquSat03-408, PquSat04-55, PquSat05-

457, PquSat06-1083 and PciSat02-111) showed variable dispersed patterns (data not shown).  

In P. organensis, PorSat01-161 showed a pair of subterminal signals in one and the 

same chromosome pair (Fig. 5e). PorSat04-1800 showed two pair of sites, a subterminal and a 

pericentromeric, in different chromosome pairs (Fig. 5f). PorSat07-1004 showed 

pericentromeric signals in another chromosome pair (Fig. 5f). These four repeats are useful 

markers for chromosome identification. PorSat10-641 showed mainly pericentromeric 

distribution in all chromosome pairs, with variable intensities (Fig. 5a). PorSat05-510 showed 

dispersed distribution in all chromosome pairs, while PorSat12-52, PorSat02-371 and 

PorSat22-398 showed a scattered distribution throughout the genome (data not shown).  

Relations between satellites and the 35S rDNA 

Because PquSat01-100 signals were co-localized with the 35S rDNA sites, we 

searched for similarities between these repeats. After assembling the Passiflora 35S rDNA, 

we have performed automatic gene annotation and described the gene sequences 

corresponding to the 26S, 18S and 5.8S genes and the transcribed spacer regions (ITS1 and 

ITS2) (Online Resource 2). Also, using bioinformatics tools we have observed high 

similarity (100% identity) between PquSat01-100 satellite and the IGS region of the 35S 

rDNA sequence. The region of similarity is made up of four subunits, two of 595 and two 

of 344, with smaller (100 to 200bp) subrepeats (Online Resource 3). We hypothesize that 

PquSat01-100 satellite derives from part of IGS, from which it amplified and dispersed in 

the P. quadrangularis genome. 

DISCUSSION 

In the present work, we report the first comparative study of repetitive elements using 

genomic in silico analysis and cytogenomics for comprehensive characterization of the ten-
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fold genome size variation in Passiflora (Yotoko et al. 2011; Souza et al. 2004). Plant genome 

sizes span several orders of magnitude ranging from the 63–64 Mbp in Genlisea spp. 

(Fleischmann et al. 2014) to the more than 148,851 Mbp genome of Paris japonica (Pellicer 

et al. 2010). Significant genome size variations are also present within other genera, such as 

Gossypium, Oryza and Cuscuta, for which 3, 3.6 and 102-fold genome size variations, 

respectively (Ammiraju et al. 2006; Hendrix and Stewart, 2005; Neumann et al. 2020), but the 

variation observed in Passiflora is among the highest for a single genus in angiosperms. This 

genome size variation in plants is mainly due to polyploidization (Adams and Wendel, 2005; 

Bennetzen et al. 2005) and TE proliferation and/or elimination (Devos et al. 2002; Hawkins et 

al. 2009; Ma et al. 2004; Neumann et al. 2011). We observed that about 28 to 73% of the 

genome is composed by TEs and between 0,1% and 4% by satellite DNA, which is 

comparable to other plant genomes of similar sizes (Macas et al. 2011; Macas et al. 2015). 

Such differences in percentage of TE explains most of the difference in genome size in 

Passiflora, with larger genomes having correspondingly higher amounts of repeats.  

As in most angiosperms (Weiss-Schneeweiss et al. 2015), Ty3/gypsy dominated the 

repetitive fraction of P. quadrangularis genome (35%), represented mainly by the lineages 

Tekay and Athila. However, Ty1/copia-Angela was highly abundant with 24%. In contrast, 

Ty1/copia retrotransposons showed higher proportion (35.7%) in P. cincinnata, due to an 

even higher proportion of Angela (29%). This high abundance of Ty1/copia has already been 

observed in the passion-fruit, Passiflora edulis (16.89% versus 33.33% for Ty3/gypsy, 

Pamponét et al. 2019), another species from the Passiflora subgenus but more closely related 

to P. quadrangularis than to P. cincinatta (Sader et al 2019a). In Passiflora edulis (1,232 

Mpb, Yotoko et al. 2011), Costa et al. (2019) corroborated Angela as the most abundant 

lineage (1.9%) from the Ty1/copia superfamily (3.12%), although -Tekay (8.5%, referred to 

as Del) from Ty3/gypsy (10.52%) was more abundant in their analysis. In P. organensis, 
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Tekay accounted for most of its repetitive fraction as seen in P. quadrangularis, Angela was 

not detected, suggesting it might have played a significant role in its reduced genome size. 

Thus, the increase in genome size within the genus, so far apparently concentrated in the 

Passiflora subgenus, was caused by independent patterns of expansions of both Ty3/gypsy, 

with 33% in P. edulis (Pamponét et al. 2019), 18.45% in P. cincinnata and 41.22% in P. 

quadrangularis, and Ty1/copia, with 35.66% in P. cincinnata, 25.44% in P. quadrangularis 

and 16.89% in P. edulis. 

We observed that most transposable element families are represented only by two or 

three clusters indicating their long-term presence without changes in sequence or structure. 

Just Athila, Angela and Tekay (and SIRE in P. cincinnata only) retrotransposons were found 

in multiple clusters suggesting higher divergence and abundance. Most of the Tekay elements 

were incomplete or truncated in the three species, suggesting active elimination. Thus, the 

increase in genome size may be due to large and long-term bursts, so far not counterbalanced 

by sufficient removal mechanisms (Ibarra-Laclette et al. 2013). The opposite was observed in 

Fritillaria; where the evolution of truly obese genomes was largely determined by the failure 

of the mechanisms responsible for repeated elimination that effectively operate in species 

with smaller genomes to counteract genome expansion (Ambrozová et al. 2011). 

Transposable elements are frequently recognized as “genomic fossils” that were once 

autonomous, but, at some point, they experience mutations that leave them inactive (Cruz et 

al. 2014). The majority of P. edulis TEs (70.8%) were incomplete, corroborating previous 

findings showing that most TE copies are either defective or fossilized (Costa et al. 2019). 

Only Angela showed a higher proportion of complete elements in P. edulis (Costa et al. 

2019), compatible with a burst of amplification restricted to the subgenus Passiflora. 

Divergence in repetitive DNA is a primary driving force for genome and chromosome 

evolution. The relationships of full-length Tekay elements from the three species in the 
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phylogenetic reconstruction showed that most of the clusters are shared by P. cincinnata and 

P. quadrangularis. This similarity probably reflects that they already existed 12 Mya in the 

common ancestor of the clade that contains these two species (Sader et al. 2019a). The 

variants of the clusters that are shared by the three species belong to a Tekay that probably 

was already present in the common ancestor of the two subgenera, and before its evolutionary 

divergence >40 Mya (Sader et al. 2019a). According to Costa et al. (2019), insertions of 

retroelements in P. edulis were dated between only one and two Mya. In our study, we have 

seen that some Tekay clusters were present in the last common ancestral among the three 

species. Apart from methodological differences (we are investigating clusters of TEs, not 

individual elements), a possible explanation for this discrepancy could be that the authors 

analysed TEs from gene-rich regions, which are located at chromosomal ends (Sader et al. 

2019b). In our case, we used elements from the most abundant clusters that may have 

accumulated in the pericentromeric regions for longer time.  

In situ localization of the retrotransposons in pericentromeric regions or dispersed 

throughout the chromosomes is a common feature of plant genomes of similar sizes, small 

and large, respectively (Miller et al. 1998; Cheng and Murata 2003; Nagaki et al. 2004¸ 

Neumann et al. 2011). Unlike retrotransposons, satellite DNAs usually form blocks on 

heterochromatic chromosome regions (Heslop-Harrison and Schwarzacher 2011; Heslop-

Harrison and Schmidt 2012; Ribeiro et al. 2017). Here we have observed that Ty1/copia-

Angela and Ty3/gypsy-Tekay retroelements were dispersed in P. quadrangularis and P. 

cincinnata chromosomes, although showing more intense labelling at proximal regions. An 

uneven dispersed distribution was also observed in P. edulis and two other species of the 

subgenus Passiflora, where terminal or subterminal regions of the chromosome arms are 

gene-rich, and the proximal regions are gene-poor and consist of dispersed repetitive 

sequences (Pamponét et al. 2019; Sader et al. 2019b; Stack et al. 2009; Dias et al. 2020). This 
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distribution pattern suggest that gene-rich regions, and probably recombination, is more 

evenly distributed in P. organensis, except in pericentromeric regions, while higher in 

chromosomal ends of larger genome species, such as P. quadrangularis, P. cincinnata, and P. 

edulis. 

Contrasting to transposable elements, differences in abundance of satellite DNAs 

showed that these repeats have not contributed to DNA content differences in the genus. 

Passiflora organensis, the species with the smaller genome, contains the largest proportion 

(1.5-4%) and an unusually large number of different satDNA. This wide diversity in such a 

small genome size with 46 satDNA different families is not commonly observed in plants, 

only in Luzula (Heckman et al. 2013) and in Vicia faba (Robledillo et al. 2018). Different 

satDNA families may be present in one species. For example, there are up to 15 families in 

Pisum sativum (Macas et al. 2007), 62 families in Locusta migratoria (Ruiz-Ruano et al. 

2016), or nine satDNA families within the human genome (Levy et al. 2007; Miga 2015). 

However, there are usually one or a few predominant satDNA families in each species (Macas 

et al. 2007; Ruiz-Ruano et al. 2016; Levy et al. 2007; Miga 2015). In Passiflora, we have 

observed only one superfamily (SF1) of satDNA, with a subtelomeric distribution, shared by 

all three species studied here and in P. edulis (Pamponét et al. 2019). The other repeats were 

mostly species-specific, suggesting that there are different amplification and diversification 

patterns for this repetitive fraction in the genus. This low degree of sharing of most satDNA 

families is possibly related to the long divergence time between subgenus Passiflora and 

Decaloba genomes and among species of the same subgenus (Sader et al. 2019a).  

With the aim of confirming the low degree of satDNA sharing observed after 

RepeatExplorer comparative analysis, we used bioinformatics tools to search for all identified 

satDNAs in the other two species. Only one of these satDNA clusters (PorSat20-3100) was 

also detected in both species of the Passiflora subgenus (although in very low proportions) 
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and PorSat37-970 was also found in P. quadrangularis. This can be due to the fact that, in 

larger genomes, satDNAs present in low or very low abundance failed to be detected using 

RepeatExplorer pipeline. Using satMiner, the search for satDNA was more efficient. 

Nevertheless, satDNAs which occur in very low abundance, such as PorSat20-3100 and 

PorSat37-970, were only possible to find using the Map to reference tool in Geneious. Thus, 

for large plant genomes, where it may be difficult to find satellites in low abundance, we 

suggest the use of the three combined approaches. Thus, the comparative analyses with 

species with smaller genomes may be a good option for finding satDNA in larger genomes 

using this approach. 

Satellite repeats may occur at subtelomeric or instersticial chromosome regions, but 

preferentially in centromeres (Garrido-Ramos 2015). We have found one subtelomeric 

superfamily (SF1) of satDNA present in all three species studied here and in P. edulis 

(Pamponét et al. 2019), but no conserved putative centromeric repeat was found. Conserved 

centromeric repeats in a genus or beyond is rare (Zhong et al. 2002), but conserved 

subtelomeric repeat have been previously found for example in Phaseolus (Ribeiro et al. 

2019). Furthermore, the CRM elements, which are centromeric in other species such as maize 

(Zhong et al. 2002), are in very low abundance in Passiflora (0.32% in P. quadrangularis; 

0.37% in P. cincinnata; and 0.31% in P. organensis). Therefore, the nature of Passiflora 

centromeres needs to be further investigated. The PquSat01-100, observed in P. 

quadrangularis and P. cincinnata, was probably originated from the IGS regions of the 35S 

rDNA. There are several examples where satDNA originated from the IGS or rDNA coding 

genes (Garrido-Ramos 2015; Plohl 2012; Kirov et al. 2018) for example, the satDNA jumper, 

in the Phaseolus genus, derives from the NTS of the 5S rDNA (Ribeiro et al. 2017), showing 

that this phenomenon is quite common, even in plants in low proportions of satDNA and TEs 

increased genomes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This is the first comparative study of the repetitive fraction in the Passiflora genus, 

expanding the extremes of genomic sizes, and including two subgenus (Passiflora and 

Decaloba) and further two cultivated species (P. cincinnata and P. quadrangularis). Our 

results showed that P. quadrangularis presents a higher accumulation of repetitive DNA 

sequences, but less divergence in relation to P. organensis. Passiflora cincinnata showed 

similarity to P. quadrangularis regarding the families of repetitive DNA sequences, although 

in different proportions, probably reflecting phylogenetic relationships. Passiflora organensis 

presented greater diversity and the highest proportion of satDNA. Together, our data pointed 

out that the satellitome is not the fraction responsible for the increase in genome size in 

Passiflora. This increase was originated by the expansion, of two main retroelement lineages, 

(Ty3/gypsy-Tekay and Ty1/copia-Angela retrotransposons. 
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Table 1 Genome sizes and sequencing read number and coverage for the analysed Passiflora 
species 

 

 P. organensis P. cincinnata P. quadrangularis 

2n = 12 18 18 

Genome size (1C) 0.212 pg 1.420 pg 2.680 pg 

 207.34 Mbp 1,388.76 Mbp 2,621.04 Mbp 

Individual clustering reads 600,000 494,343 1,044,658 

Coverage 0.72× 0.09× 0.1× 

Comparative clustering reads 41,542 235,288 285,022 

Coverage 0.05× 0.04× 0.03× 
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Table 2. Genome proportion (%) of repetitive sequences identified in the individual 
RepeatExplorer analyses of Passiflora organensis (Decaloba subgenus), and P. cincinnata 
and P. quadrangularis (Passiflora subgenus). 

Repeat 

 

Genome proportion (%) 

P. organensis P. cincinnata P. quadrangularis 

Class I     

Ty3/gypsy     

Chromovirus     

CRM  0.31 0.37 0.32 

Galadriel  0.75 0.05 -- 

Reina  0.06 0.01 -- 

Tekay  17.37 9.54 35.71 

Non-chromovirus     

Athila  0.35 8.48 5.51 

Ogre  1.42 -- -- 

Ty1/copia     

Ale  0.82 0.04 0.92 

Angela  -- 29.05 24.00 

Bianca  0.96 0.09 0.01 

Ikeros  -- 0.16 -- 

Ivana  0.34 0.03 -- 

SIRE  -- 5.74 0.21 

TAR  0.13 0.01 -- 

Tork  0.45 0.54 0.30 

LINE  0.63 0.04 2.38 

Pararetrovirus  1.11 -- 0.04 

Class II     

TIR 

CACTA 

 0.48 -- -- 

 0.03 -- -- 

SatDNA  1.50 -- 0.05 

rDNA     

5S 

35S 

 0.02 0.02 -- 

 1.19 0.72 0.74 

Unclassified repeats  0.45 5.54 3.17 

Total  28.38 60.49 73.42 
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Table 3. SatDNAs identified using the RepeatExplorer and satMiner pipelines for P. 
cincinnata and P. quadrangularis (Passiflora subgenus), and Passiflora organensis 
(Decaloba subgenus), showing length (nt), A + T content (%), abundance (%), and Genbank 
accession number. 

Family Round pb A + T (%) Abundance (%) Total (%)/ 
Total (Mpb) 

Genbank 
Accession 

P. cincinnata     
0.1085/0.978Mpb  

PciSat01-145* R1 (CL6) 145 43.4 0.1061 
  

PciSat02-111 R1(CL358) 111 65.8 0.0024 
  

P. quadrangularis     0.2213/4.8Mpb 
 

PquSat01-100 R1(CL526) 100 39.8 0.1300 
  

PquSat02-145* Tarean (CL92) 145 65.3 0.0540 
  

PquSat03-408 R0 (CL81) 408 55.6 0.0190 
  

PquSat04-55 R1(CL39) 55 38.2 0.0110 
  

PquSat05-457 R1(CL181) 457 48.3 0.0065 
  

PquSat06-1083 R2 (CL143) 1083 66.6 0.0008 
  

P. organensis     
4.0908/9.78Mpb  

PorSat01-161* TAREAN (CL7) 161 55.9 3.3970  
 

PorSat02-371 R0 (CL89) 371 42.9 0.1200   

PorSat03-1557 TAREAN (CL84) 1557 70.9 0.1160   

PorSat04-1800 TAREAN (CL80) 1800 53.2 0.1060   

PorSat05-510 TAREAN (CL81) 510 46.8 0.0960   

PorSat06-665 TAREAN (CL92) 665 58.9 0.0670   

PorSat07-1004 TAREAN (CL95) 1004 54.6 0.0620   

PorSat08-167* R1 (CL128) 167 70.1 0.0300   

PorSat09-1200 TAREAN (CL166) 1200 69.3 0.0170   

PorSat10-641 TAREAN (CL188) 641 54.8 0.0150   

PorSat11-104 TAREAN (CL246) 104 53.9 0.0140   

PorSat12-52 TAREAN (CL273) 52 63.2 0.0130   

PorSat13-162* TAREAN (CL125) 162 58.6 0.110   
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PorSat14-1562 R2 (CL27) 1562 65.6 0.0098   

PorSat15-81 R3 (CL132) 81 62 0.0000096   

PorSat16-861 R1 (CL77) 861 65.7 0.0087   

PorSat17-871 R2 (CL179) 871 63.3 0.0072   

PorSat18-320 R1 (CL187) 320 76.2 0.0039   

PorSat19-719 R3 (CL34) 719 65.4 0.0036   

PorSat20-3100 R4 (CL173) 3100 62.3 0.000035   

PorSat21-1176 R5 (CL93) 1176 63 0.000033   

PorSat22-398 R1 (CL62) 398 62.3 0.0027   

PorSat23-965 R2 (CL65) 965 60 0.000027   

PorSat24-506 R7 (CL68) 506 59.3 0.000026   

PorSat25-1839 R6 (CL29) 1839 61.2 0.000023   

PorSat26-3341 R8 (CL863) 3341 61.2 0.000017   

PorSat27-3998 R8 (CL301) 3998 64.3 0.000017   

PorSat28-162 R2 (CL182) 162 64.2 0.0016   

PorSat29-2013 R8 (CL181) 2013 64.8 0.000016   

PorSat30-576 R6 (CL60) 576 74.7 0.000014   

PorSat31-1142 R7 (CL121) 1142 65.6 0.000012   

PorSat32-3415 R8 (CL461) 3415 59.1 0.000012   

PorSat33-502 R4 (CL104) 502 71.7 0.000011   

PorSat34-1003 R7 (CL61) 1003 58.6 0.000011   

PorSat35-2125 R8 (CL699) 2125 60 0.000008   

PorSat36-426 R6 (CL54) 426 61.7 0.000007   

PorSat37-970 R4 (CL87) 970 62 0.00006   

PorSat38-703 R4 (CL71) 703 65.4 0.00004   

*SuperFamily PassSF01  
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Fig. 1. Summary of the composition of the repetitive fraction originated from individual 
clustering analysis in the three Passiflora genomes and their evolutionary relationship based 
on (Sader et al. 2019a).  
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Fig. 2. Representation of genomic abundances of the 30 largest clusters originated from 
comparative clustering analysis in Passiflora. The height of rectangle is proportional to the 
number of reads in a given cluster. Bar = 4,000 reads. 
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic relationship of Ty3/gypsy-Tekay elements of three Passiflora species 
based on the integrase domain (INT) aminoacids. Sequences used for comparison were 
retrieved from RexDB (Neumann et al. 2019). Details of integrase domain (INT) species 
alignment from MAFFT. 
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Fig. 4. Chromosomal distribution of the Ty1/copia-Angela and Ty3/Gypsy-Tekay element in 
Passiflora genomes. (a, c) Passiflora quadrangularis, (b, d) P. cincinnata.   
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Fig. 5. Localization of different satellite DNA repeats (a-f) and 35S rDNA (d) on mitotic 
chromosomes of Passiflora species. (a-b) Passiflora cincinnata, (c-d) P. quadrangularis, and 
(e-f) P. organensis. Hybridization signals are in the same colour of repeat names in each 
picture. 
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